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RPGs and the 
Declaration 

of Intent

Role-playing games are flawed.

It may seem unpopular, but everything that was 
fed to us for ages about our favorite hobby is based 
on a utopist principle: six people around a table will 
naturally be driven to deal with an event of person-
al fantasy in a unified and consistent manner.

What can go wrong.

Let me show you something. This is what I call…

“The King Dilemma”
You reach the Kingdom of Eposia where King Wingroth, 
the man under the crown, summoned you. While you 
walk through the castle, your boots soundless on the blue 
carpet embroidered with the gold cormorant blazon, you 
think of the festive peasants who offered you food on the 
road and the youngsters kissing in the palace garden. 
This is one happy kingdom.

As you reach the Main Hall, the doors open to show 
the court in full splendor… when suddenly a horn sounds 
a warning and the King springs to his feet: “Adventurers,” 
he says “we are under attack! I summoned you to fight 
our enemies, you will receive your weight in gold if you 
save my people.”

Easy peasy, right?

“I order you to jump naked in the Bottomless Chasm.”

Here comes the pain. Everything is going ok, when 
suddenly one NPC does something which requires 
interpretation and the party, who was perfectly set 
in the shared mind’s theatre, crumbles…

The King Dilemma has four main solutions:
• The King is evil, the kingdom is a lie and he’s 

trying to kill us. We must not follow the King’s 
order and our true adventure is to KILL him.

• The King is a con, we don’t know that now 
but we will be back. We must follow the 
King’s order, discover the truth and get back 
to EXPOSE him.

• The King is an idiot, the cake is a lie and 
we’re gonna die. We must follow the King’s 
intent but not the order, OUTSMART him 
and get our gold.

• The King is a victim, his words are true and 
we are going to win. We must follow the 
King’s order, be HEROIC and our path will be 
shown to us while we walk it.

There are thousands of variations of course, we 
are talking about games here, but they mostly 
come back to one of these.

The issue here is that all these solutions are 
“right”, without context, but I’m sure you under-
stand the frustration when a player acts like he’s 
in scenario A - by throwing a dagger in the King’s 
eye and killing him outright - while you were ac-
tually in scenario B. 

This things run through the table leaving no 
one unscated: 
• The GM is crying because the players broke 

the adventure.
• The KILL player feels his good idea has been 

taken with hostility by the others.
• The EXPOSE player feels he’s been robbed of 

his adventure.
• The OUTSMART player feels outsmarted 

himself.
• The HEROIC player is sadly rolling a new 

character because his last one is falling in the 
Bottomless Chasm, screaming for eternity, 
stark naked.

Avoiding this situation right here is the aim of the 
tool I named Declaration of Intent: before even 
sitting at the table, everyone needs to know if the 
King is evil, an idiot, a victim or a con.

In a way, it’s your reality check.

It will enable you to assure that everyone is on the 
same page before it’s time to make the choice. The 
worst case scenario, then, will be a shared bad 
decision, which is perfectly normal and whence 
wonderful stories may arise.
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overlooked that many people I present it to feel they 
already know how it works; from my point of view 
disregarding it is like not having character sheets 
because you know how characters work.

The evident origin of the structure and ap-
proach of the DoI is the television treatment, 
the specific document used by tv series creators 
to pitch their ideas for a new show. You can still 
find many similarities between the two items, 
the first being the need for a total buy-in from 
your producers (the other players in your case) 
and the second that there will be multiple writers 
(again, players). Of course, there is a level of de-
tail in a treatment that would be deleterious to a 
role-playing game, so the DoI concentrate on to-
tally different aspects, but in the end the way you 
should write both of them is very similar.

The format I present has been used for three years 
by me, before being tested for two on the Italian 
community with astounding results: so much I 
have to admit they surprised even me. The idea was 
sparked during a chat with a GM friend of mine, 
Roberto Autuori, and mostly brought to public at-
tention by the two glorious italian GMs Alex Melluso 
and Andrea “Rosso” Lucca (and his podcast), very 
active on the growing national scene, who were 
both so eager for me to share this around. Recently, 
I decided to take on the adventure of being chief 
editor for the localized edition of FFG’s Legend of 
the Five Rings, and working on the rulebook made 
me realize that the time was right.

The Declaration 
of Intent

Let’s get to the damn point.
The Declaration of Intent (hereby DoI) is a frame-
work: an explicit, truthful, written form of meta-
communication defining the game and social con-
text you would like to play into. In other words, it’s 
a piece of paper (or digital variation) which openly 
and clearly states what you want to play, together 
with a specific set of information that should grant 
that anybody, moved with conscientiousness, can 
enter the game with the most realistic expectations.

It can be written by any player (most probably 
the GM) and it should be shown to the prospective 
players before the formation of the gaming group, 
so that people can decide to jump in or drop out 
beforehand. 

It’s a great tool for new players, of course, but 
in truth the more experienced you are, the more 
you’ll stand to benefit from it.

Finally, it works effectively for any game, being 
it a single session or years long campaign. 

Boom. Done. That’s it.

I can hear the voices of many people saying “This is 
stupid. That’s what I always do”, but believe me: you 
don’t. At best, you talk to the players in front of a beer 
without writing anything down. It’s something so 

“You are all sure to be on the same page, right?”
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generated from the roles over the players (i.e. a good 
game will be a good evening) and the DoI must be the 
core on which you base everything on.

Be absolutely sure everyone is on the same page: 
It may be the first barrier for a lot of people, be-
cause having players with both attitudes at your ta-
ble is calling for disaster: someone won’t ever shut 
up and will keep breaking the fourth wall with puns 
and real life questions, while the others keep tap-
ping on their clocks, being rude about starting and 
playing. You don’t want that, seriously. 

You should then start writing about the where and 
when: the place, the length of the campaign, the 
frequency, the day and time, how many people can 
play, if and how can people join later; also, what to 
do if there is someone missing for a game day or 
two, or during holidays, which is extremely im-
portant to know for so many players. All of these 
elements may or may not be variable, in which case 
the variability should be stated, within reason.

Another useful information is the grace peri-
od, or how much time you plan to concede each 
evening to friendly chat and movie talk, before the 
beginning of the game or during pauses. I know 
this really seems trite, but it’s a sore spot for so 
many players. Deciding something here can really 
help being sure everyone is on the same page.

Organizational errors are probably the simplest 
killer of a campaign; most of the time, at least, 
they deliver a quick death unlike that from the 
next section: Rules.

The DoI - Summary
These are the six points of a Declaration of Intent 
in their two categories:

• 1. Behind the Table,  
the backbone of a good game
• 1.1 Meeting
• 1.2 Rules
• 1.3 Setting

• 2. On the Table,  
what makes the game a great one
• 2.1 Theme
• 2.2 Tone
• 2.3 Characters

Sounds easy right? Well… it is. Let’s now dive to-
gether into each point and details*.

1.1 Behind the Table - Meeting
You should begin with a question to yourself: are 
you looking for a Beer or a Game? Obviously, there 
is nothing against doing both (provided you have 
the legal age) but deciding if your incoming event is 
Beer-First or Game-First is as important as it is of-
ten overlooked. This is a generic statement that will 
help you define your relationship with the DoI: in the 
Beer-First situation, the intent is to be together with 
your friends, so the enjoyment will be generated from 
the players over the roles (i.e. a good evening will be 
a good game) and the DoI may just be a guideline; in 
the Game-First situation, you are together with the 
intent to play at your best, so the enjoyment will be 

*A precise checklist is on page 14

“Holidays can force you to change players mid-game...”
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Whether social interaction is mechanical or based 
on interpretation (or a mix of the two) is an item I 
suggest to address, unless the game already clari-
fies it. This is very important regarding NPC but is 
absolutely critical toward characters: knowing if 
the NPC and other characters can influence your 
action and perception of reality has a HUGE im-
pact on both character creation and play. 

Regarding this whole section, when players are 
not aware of this information from the start, they 
may build expectation on characters or situation 
that becomes impossible, hard or even too easy 
from a mechanical point of view: for example, 
adding an option that gives everyone magical 
power to fly, even if balanced, will shift the ful-
crum of the game (maybe even the setting) and 
thus need to be clear from character creation.

1.2 Behind the Table - Rules
This section can be easy or hard depending on 
how much customization you have in mind, as 
here is where all the house rules must come out.

First you need to set the game system you are pro-
posing. If there are prevalent mechanics, like a 
specific skill used in most situations (i.e. percep-
tion in some games) be sure to point out the is-
sue to the other players, so you are all on the same 
boat. This is very easy on objective rules (a 12 is a 12 
on a d12, after all) but you should be slightly more 
specific when you talk about subjective rules: if 
the game rewards you for being a “good player”, 
for example, it could be really useful to add some 
information on what you are going to (or the GM 
should) consider “good playing”, so that every 
player get to participate knowingly.

Once you do that, you should state which parts 
of the rule system you are not going to use, then 
write down which optional rules of said system 
you’re employing and finally the house rules, or 
custom made rules, you have in mind. 

“We all share the same ruleset”
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their research for something better will probably 
happen during your games, killing it. Other peo-
ple* said that if you don’t see a spark in their eyes, 
you should go play something else. Those people 
were absolutely right.

Finally, some players like to create characters 
strongly tied to some element of the setting: try 
to state here if characters can be created with a 
predominant feature (i.e. be the king of a known 
place) and how to interact with the GM on it 
(inform, request for approval, joined creation, 
etc). Mostly, it depends on how the GM is going 
to write down the plot: some or many of the pe-
culiarities of a setting can disrupt the storyline. 
There will be space later for characters in the DoI 
so don’t be too specific, but as players will start 
forming ideas now about the setting, this is the 
best moment to tell them how far they can go in 
their elucubration and dodge the ambush of de-
lusion later. By default, if unsure, go for the GM 
approval here and specify later.

1.3 Behind the Table - Setting
Now that you have fixed the rules, it’s time to talk 
about the place where things are gonna happen.

You should of course start from something 
shared, be it a manual, a sourcebook, some infor-
mation on the web or even something handwrit-
ten. Whatever it is you start from, this section is 
not about what everybody knows… it’s about your 
version of the setting you are proposing.

Everyone sees something different in his 
mind’s eye when he reads about a place, and this 
is what we are looking for here: you should give a 
description of the setting that conveys your view, 
your feelings and what about it is interesting for 
you. Whatever you write, this can be as deep as 
you need it to be but in the end, when you read it 
again, you should feel this is the place where you 
want to live your adventures in.

This has to be the true aim for everyone at the 
table: all the others must join and love your view 
of the setting, it should be theirs too, otherwise 

“Everyone should be interested in the setting”

*John Harper, Blades in the Dark
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themselves. They are the source of all feelings and, 
as such, they are hard to control once in motion.

When you write this section, you should real-
ly try to set at least three themes for your cam-
paign. You don’t need so many details, keywords 
might even be strong enough to convey every-
thing you need, but mostly try to state what the 
main themes are as simply and plainly as possible. 
Then, add some others if you feel like it, up to five 
I’d say, that you think may bring the concoction 
together and you would like to see interacting 
with the main ones.

Then, take the two or three themes you don’t want 
to talk about and write them down. The unwanted 
topics are extremely important, maybe even more 
than the wanted one, as sometimes the personal 

2.1 On the Table - Theme
THEMES. These are real campaign sappers, si-
lently running behind the lines to mine critical 
areas of the game. If left unchecked, they can 
plant themselves deeply in one or two players and 
patiently bring the campaign to meet its demise. 
On the other side, this is what makes a campaign 
awesome and the players go home with a smile. 
This is why everything happens and why it’s inter-
esting for everybody.

Why are they so powerful? Because themes 
are the emotional, moral pillars and conundrums 
that tie everything together: rules, settings, tone, 
characters. Themes are not important for what 
they are, but for the relationship they have with 
the characters and, nonetheless, with the players  

“Better get your themes straight soon”
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ask the GM for a plot twist or the introduction 
of a particular argument they want to deal with. 
You may go as far as to establish a protocol, or 
as short as just saying they must gain that theme 
through role-play.

Third and last is how to approach failure and 
death of a character. Some groups can’t bear fail-
ure, others love it, but defining the perimeter can 
be very useful for character creation and emotion-
al moments: does my fumble represent things go-
ing bad, me being bad or a mix of the two? Can my 
character die by accident or is death always met 
through some heroic act? Is character death final? 
These won’t matter in the short term, but they are 
strong narrative elements for players and GM, so 
they should be written down.

Break Time.
Now stop. Go back to the beginning of the DoI 
and read everything before you get into the Tone: 
if you did everything right, the document should 
be very smooth and have a logical structure you 
feel YOURS.

It may be even better to take a pause, ten minutes 
to a couple hours or more, to let everything sink in.

This pause is not optional, trust me on the 
matter: the Tone is a very personal, strong ele-
ment that will be your mark on the campaign or 
game, so if you don’t go back now to read what you 
wrote, you won’t see missing logic anymore as you 
will fill the holes with your search for style.

interpretation of a setting can push a player toward 
some theme you may not want to address. 

Here may also be the place to talk about the 
“irky themes” (sex, abuse, politics, etc) that can 
be included, excluded or treated specifically. Do 
not ignore this kind of things when writing a DoI, 
even if you think to know your people, because 
these elements may create tension later and it re-
quires you no more than a couple minutes to set 
them straight now: beware that game experience 
is extremely personal and you may well go danc-
ing right into another people private issues with-
out even knowing it. 

There are three more items you should state here.

The first one is character vs character situation. 
State if and how you manage conflict between 
characters brought to the extreme (i.e. combat, 
hate, vengeance, etc) and how this relates to the 
metagaming context: Do contrasting players re-
veal their objective or is everything planned with 
the GM? Do you need to tell a player when you 
start scheming against him? As with most things 
in the DoI, there is no wrong way here, but as it’s 
a very tricky topic it may generate a LOT of frus-
tration in both parties of a conflict. Just be sure to 
have everyone on board.

This brings us straight into the second item, 
an easy one: how do players propose new themes. 
Just clear the air about how, and if, players can 

“The death of a character can be a sensible matter”
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this sort of objective correlative, the game will be 
played on different levels of awareness for each 
player; everyone will then proceed with the cer-
tainty of a rightful interpretation, trying to force 
“what’s obvious” on the others.

To sustain your imaginative model, you can re-
fer to every media (movie, series, books, comics, 
painting, music...) being as specific as you need to 
about what part of the media you are referring to. 
There are two things to keep in mind: first, those 
based on images are the strongest in your list and 
the easiest one to convey, so they should be pres-
ent at all costs; second, this is not about you show-
ing your pop, cultural, nerdy background, so you 
must refer to the collective knowledge as much as 
possible. It may be very tempting to look for that 
unique movie or unknown book or obscure metal 
group… try to steer away from it, or be sure that 
everyone has access to it and is really interested in 
experiencing it; otherwise they are just going to 
skip and ask around about it (getting a completely 
personal view of a personal view).

Now, on with the details.

First we need to address the “metagaming con-
text”: you should define here the relationship be-
tween the external knowledge of the players and 

2.2 On the Table - Tone

This is mostly why you are asking to play. 

Start by selecting three to five words that you 
think may convey the idea you have in mind.  You 
are trying to bring some emotion through con-
cepts: “romantic, poetic, vibrant” is enough, as 
is “horrific, malicious, obscure” or “visceral, gro-
tesque, adrenalinic”.

Be aware that this is not a description of the 
game, but of the tone you’ll try to keep. As an ex-
ample, if you are playing an horror game about 
eldritch entities, you may be looking to play a 
“creepy, mind-warping, subtle” game, a “violent, 
world-bending, gorey” one, or again something 
“investigative, hardboiled, shadowed”. 

This three-to-five words will have a huge im-
pact on the game, as they set how the gaming 
world will react to any character (player or not) 
doing something. This is the set of (usually) un-
written rules that will tell you whether the crowd 
of NPCs is worried, terrified or plainly oblivious 
of some person carrying a gun or making jokes in 
front of a monster.

This is THE MOST COMMON PROBLEM in any 
game and gaming group, by far. If you do not set 
a shared consistency of the imagination through 

“Mismatch your tone and eldritch horrors will become eldritch errors”
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the game, this is not something negative by itself, 
but it’s a good idea to propose how to manage it. 
It’s also not a matter of Setting, because it’s most-
ly subtle or nuanced and the setting may not be 
clear on the subject, leading to interpretation or 
misunderstanding.

One fundamental item to talk about is the most 
powerful single element in the whole history of 
literature: Humor. This is a very wide topic with a 
humongous amount of academic studies you can 
look into, if you are really interested, but we don’t 
need so much: just tell the others what space will 
you dedicate to humor and funny stuff in the pro-
posed game. The overwhelming power of laughters 
is so strong that even the most easy and delicate 
nuance of a joke can kill the mood of a session in 
a mere instant. On the other side, humor must be 
there: It’s a fundamental tool of writing and a key 
element in RPGs, keeping the story away from a 
therapy session on your character’s issue with his 
mom. The best way to set this part of the tone is to 
use (again) keywords that are clear for everybody 
and (again) shared multimedia references: Monkey 
Island (grotesque, sarcastic and funny) is not The 
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (intellectual, re-
fined british humor) nor is Beverly Hills Cop (80’s 
foul mouthed comedy)... but all three are perfect 
examples of references for the right DoI.

I also suggest to address here the scene control, 
which answers the mostly underestimated ques-
tion “who has the remote?”. Due to it being one of 
the unwritten things about RPGs, some may not 
be  aware that there are different styles for open-
ing and closing the curtain on a scene, a session, a 
game or even a campaign: you can let the players 
ask for it, you can set fixed triggering events (like 
dawn and dusk), let the scene die when no one 
talks anymore, create never ending sequence shot 
and the list goes on. It can be important to set the 
pace of the game, so that anyone knows when to 
act and speak without breaking it. It’s very im-
portant for the players and essential to the GM, 
who needs to be able to keep the session going 
forward smoothly.

And then… dialogues. 
No one really cares about dialogues in RPGs. 
Probably one of the hardest things in literature, fo-
cus of thousands of brains in the history of screen-
play writing, no one in the rpg world spends more 

their role as character/GM. If you try to be spe-
cific, there would be a gigantic amount of things 
you should sort: external knowledge during in-
vestigations; can the character players read the 
manual; are the words the player says to be taken 
literally or are they supposed to explain his intent; 
are contrasting objective declared openly or only 
to the GM; is the GM supposed to be informed 
of tactics or is there some blind element for him, 
and so on. To decide this, you should begin from 
a framework. The following are my suggestions: 
Open & Concealed.

“Open” means that you share most of the ele-
ments that are normally hidden to the audience 
of a movie with the players, sharing everything so 
everyone can play with it. For example, the char-
acters’ thoughts and feelings are stated openly, 
those PCs and NPCs both, so everyone always ex-
plains what he means to say and what his objec-
tives are. Misunderstandings, surprises or turns 
of events are managed by dice or whatever game 
random engine you are using, which makes them 
more strategic. You can bring this approach to the 
extreme by actually telling the secrets of your sto-
ry or plot or scheme, I personally suggest to try it 
sometimes, but you can easily balance your idea 
with a few examples. 

“Concealed”, on the other side, means that 
characters only see what they see, say what they 
say, understand what they understand. The 
metagaming tools are useful to drive your char-
acter toward the solution and the dice become the 
key to find the secret behind the spoken words 
and the missing item in the room. This kind of 
game leaves less to chance, and more to individual 
initiative and first person dialogues. If you run a 
lot of character versus characters, intrigue or else, 
and you need to hide information from the table, 
this is it and you need to state it.

A minor but still relevant detail, directly re-
lated to metagaming and that may raise a lot of 
frowning during the game, is the interaction with 
the “fourth wall”: a fictional character talking or 
taking action toward the audience, directly. In 
this case I’m writing more about that very wide 
range of actions that brings external, unrelated 
references to the game and create a link with the 
real world: using the name of known characters, 
quotes from out of context media, tropes from dif-
ferent genres, application of anachronistic solu-
tions, up to speaking about the rules of the game 
or the existence of the GM in game. Depending on 
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• Do we use third person or first person mostly?
• When is it considered “fun” to interrupt oth-

ers? Do we need to set a physical prop on the 
table for it (like a talking player token)?

• How do you stop a dialogue on a touchy sub-
ject without breaking the game? Do we have 
an X card system in play?

• Do we wanna play in a world where the bad 
guy can say something before we hit him? 
How about the characters?

• What about punchlines?
• Are we gonna chat for the pleasure of it or 

will we stick to the essential?

There is no right or wrong, of course, but a 
guideline at this point can be pretty powerful 
to share the idea. As a rule of thumb, modern 
screenplay writing suggests that a dialogue in a 
scene has three main purposes: moving the sto-
ry forward; develop a character; create or evolve 
the relationship between multiple characters. 
There is a lot of room here, so don’t be stiff, but 
think about it.

than a couple seconds in setting the in-game dia-
logues. For ages, the “good player” was the one able 
to improvise and speak in first person like he was a 
Shakespearean actor… with session-killing mono-
logues, tonitruant voice and ample gestures. This 
may be the cake of your group, and that’s ok, but 
this is something you want to state.

This topic becomes even more important in 
games or tables where you are rewarded for be-
ing “good”, as we said in the Rules section. You 
should really point out if you would like players to 
make theatrical monologues, spout brief tactical 
punchlines, ask for the spotlight, be considerate 
when others speak or if you like multiple lines of 
dialogue orgy in the style of Woody Allen. What 
you wrote in the Setting section may or may not 
help here, so think about going back to that while 
you are making decisions.

This argument tends to be underestimated, as 
it is considered to be part of the “body memory” of 
a gamer. I will give you some questions as guide-
lines, but you should find your own way to define 
what you want:

“Monologues can be perfect to take a nap”
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creation: everyone by themselves, one on one with 
the GM, in a single session; it’s not the meeting 
that counts here, but the guideline for participat-
ing in the creative process.

There is the topic of the expertise and relative 
knowledge of the characters: are they young and 
do not know the world (which means high meta 
-gaming requirements for the game, as we saw in 
the Tone chapter) or are they veteran with a high 
level of understanding of the world they live in? Of 
course there may be different layers, but the gen-
eral idea should be here.

This brings us to backgrounds. Tell the players 
what you would like to see in the background and 
what are the limits. Yup, limits. Depending on the 
spare time they have, some players feel they need 
to tell A LOT about their characters, being him a 
centenarian vampire or a 10 year old boy. State 
precisely what you like, as the GM will need time 
and effort to work on backgrounds or to link it to 
the campaign; if you are the GM, for the love of 
Cthulhu and yourself, tell them how many pages, 
the size, font and line spacing…

Jokes aside, again don’t miss the chance to tell the 
other what you would like.

2.3 On the Table - Characters
The landing of this long flight is simple: define 
the idea of the characters as a whole “fellowship”. 
Most games suggest it and most people think of 
it as a limit, but it’s not: you may even just say 
“Whatever”, but it’s a shared whatever.

Most of what you wrote up to this moment 
should guide you toward this detail and you can 
be as specific as you want in telling what the char-
acters should be. There are a couple parts to this.

First you should propose the goal of the com-
pany from the player point of view. We are not 
talking about specific desires of the character 
(though you can do that too) but about what the 
players want their characters to strive toward. 
The characters may or may not want that, but 
this is the will of the players toward the story, so 
they will adapt. If they don’t, sooner or later they 
may leave the company as part of the story, which 
is good, and a new character will arise from the 
happy player

If there is any limit to character creation, not 
only by rules, this is a good place to put it: “race 
X is not going to appear until later in the cam-
paign” is the kind of info you are looking for. Also, 
tell the other how you want to manage character 

“One fellowship, one goal”
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If you want, you can strike things you didn’t write 
down just because you don’t want to. It’s your tool, 
I don’t judge. Trial and error is the way to go.

Now, the complementary topics.

Proposer, timing and reviews
As said, the DoI is a proposal based on the inter-
est of the proposer, who intends to play as GM or 
character later; as such, it should be created and 
shared very soon, ideally before the gaming group 
is set, and possibly reviewed at a later time.

The most probable writer of a DoI is the prospec-
tive GM of the game, as this tool naturally reso-
nates with his role and habits: it’s very common 
for the GM to be the game sponsor, the event man-
ager and sometimes even the cheerleader of the 
team. However, it’s absolutely within the scope of 
the tool to be used by someone who wants to be 
a character in the game and the rules of engage-
ment are exactly the same.

The perfect moment to use this tool is long before 
you decide who the participants to the gaming 
group will be. The reason behind many games go-
ing sideways is that role-players tend to have strong 
ideas and strong opinions, which is good, but these 
two elements spinning without guidance can cre-
ate a world of expectations that must be addressed 
before the first session. It’s vital to help others un-
derstand when they shouldn’t sit at a gaming table 
because they wouldn’t find it interesting.

It’s not as mean as it may seem, I’m not telling you 
to kick people from the table, however a player 
who is not interested will sooner or later abandon 
the experience, so this is actually just a system to 
prevent stretching games for uninvolved players.

If your gaming group is already set, the DoI should 
be written anyway to create a shared context and 
find the real game everybody are looking for, but 
consider that the main target of this tool is sup-
posed to be helping people understand, before they 
sit down, what they are really looking to play and 
when they don’t actually want to join the game.

Of course, being flexible, you could think of re-
viewing the DoI to find a common ground at the 
very beginning; try not to forget, though, that 
you are trying to tap into those geysers of fun we 

DOI - Checklist
We touched so many items that I think we need 
to sum them up in a simple bullet-point, bul-
let-proof checklist.

• Meeting
• Beer vs Game
• Where
• When

◊ Lenght
◊ Frequency
◊ Timing
◊ Holidays

• Players number
◊ Absent players

• Chitchat grace period
• Rules

• System
• Unwanted rules
• Optional rules
• House rules

• Setting
• Resources
• Description
• Character integration

• Theme
• Main (3+)
• Secondary (5-)
• Unwanted
• Irky
• Details:

◊ Character vs Character
◊ Introducing new themes
◊ Character’s death

• Break time
• Tone

• Keywording (5-)
• Multimedia references
• Details:

◊ Metagaming context
◊ Fourth wall breaking
◊ Humor
◊ Scene control
◊ Dialogues

• Characters:
• Goal
• Limits
• Creation
• Experience
• Backgrounds
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Conscientious 
and oppositional player
I sometimes refer to a “conscientious” player in 
this document, a term I intend as such: someone 
actively aware of his own desires and able to re-
spect the interest of his audience, the other play-
ers, above his own. A person who does not partake 
in this kind of behaviour is what we will call the 
oppositional player.

When participating in a role-playing game, the 
conscientious player remembers that he is speak-
ing to other people and, as such, he is bound to 
go toward their interest, exactly like a writer of a 
tv series ought to do with his audience. What his 
character does (or where his story goes) must not 
be liked by the other characters, but should be 
liked by the players.

Of course his own entertainment is as important 
as his audience’s, but he shouldn’t be obsessed 
by his ideas and able to abandon everything that 
doesn’t create synergy. The idea behind the DoI is 
exactly to help a conscientious player to find what 
he will enjoy playing together with those other 
specific persons.

talked about and you shouldn’t set for anything 
less… and this goes for the other players who 
would have otherwise be frustrated.

Instead of reviewing it, in games lasting only a 
couple of sessions or such, try to read it before 
starting the game or session as a refresh. Most 
of the short games need no more than six lines 
of declaration, which will probably take you one 
minute to read and will help starting with the 
right mood, while stirring the team spirit. If you 
are using it for a campaign, after the first ses-
sion (or a preparatory “session 0”) it’s a very good 
idea to read the DoI again and see if everything is 
working as it should. The same should be done, on 
longer games, after a decent amount of sessions 
or after some relevant pause or plot twist.

At a later time, when you really feel you are on the 
same page, you can actually check it together and 
then review the themes and tones, be sure that 
everything works as expected or just note chang-
es and ideas. This can be a really fun discussion, 
having a strong common ground, but try not to 
change it too much as it can destabilize the bal-
ance already created.

“Sometimes the oppositional player is sneaky... sometimes he’s not”
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the needs of the player or his lack of interest. Be 
aware: a DoI is based on honesty and as such it 
can culminate into changing the subject of the 
game, changing the game or even NOT PLAYING 
IT. If you are the type of gamer who wants to play 
anyway, be sure you are aiming for a beer-first sit-
uation (see later) and the DoI you need will be a lot 
softer on this matter.

Length
Let me also address the topic of the length of the 
DoI: it really doesn’t matter. I made an entire dec-
laration in a single post-it, in a whatsapp message 
or going on for pages: My longest was a three-pag-
es DoI for a L5R series of five interconnected cam-
paigns with different players. The thing is, you don’t 
have to bother about being too long or too short, just 
be sure you touch all the points, even if it seems trite 
or corny, and to write what you really want.

The “flaw” of RPGs
I’m not gonna ask how many times every one 
of you too have felt that devastating feeling of a 
game or campaign inevitably derailing…. that 
grip in your guts that, even if you are doing every-
thing right and devolving so much time to it, it’s 
crashing and there is no way to save it… that icy 
sensation of betrayal when the friends you love so 
dearly are doing everything wrong and you can’t 
seem to be able to make them see it…

The oppositional player may or may not be active-
ly doing it, he may even be moved by goodwill, but 
the disruption caused can be devastating: a com-
mon example of oppositional player is the one guy 
that wanted to play another game when everyone 
else didn’t, so he will bring in everything he can to 
make the game funny for himself; another example 
is the lone player, the one who doesn’t want to share 
anything with anyone, not to be confused with the 
“lone character”, who can instead be a great asset 
to the group and propel the story forward.

This is actually the common element of the oppo-
sitional player: most of his interactions will aim 
to devour the shared story, concentrating at best 
on inserting his own plots, regardless of the inter-
est shown by other players, or even directly killing 
some storylines. The problem of course is deeper 
if that player is the GM.

This issue is something the Declaration of Intent 
cannot address directly because an oppositional 
player will simply refuse the social pact it pro-
poses by “accepting it” and ignoring it, knowingly 
or not. You cannot force the DoI on someone, it 
works only for those who really accept it.

On the other hand, it may be extremely use-
ful in preventing the creation of such contrasts, 
if proposed with the right timing, by exposing 

“Identify the common ground”
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Identify the common ground, forge a shared vi-
sion and help the players to sit and really enjoy 
every evening, knowing they can trust each other 
whatever their roles are.

Final thoughts
This is the whole story, weary travellers. It may seem 
overly complicated, but in a couple of tries you will 
find out that it is pretty simple,natural and very use-
ful to put your thoughts together. When you pro-
pose it, it’s going to be so clear (and so clear what’s 
missing) that you’ll be astounded by the results.

I’m sure, no doubt, that this is not the only way 
to make a DoI. At the same time, it is not a man-
datory bureaucratic document you need to create 
to enjoy your game. We played thousands of fruit-
ful and awesome campaigns without it, but we 
also played the bad ones and we are probably still 
angry about how things could have gone better. 
Well, this is my answer.

Try it. Explore it. Find your way. But mostly, 
be sure you are having fun doing it: it’s about 
role-playing games.

And role-playing games are awesome.

Even worse, most of the time these feelings are 
mutual: everyone is a victim of circumstances.

Well, you see, there’s the problem: role-play is “flawed” 
because it’s a very complex shared multi-subject dia-
logue process and no one tells you before you sit.

Role-playing is, by itself, splendidly inefficient in 
giving you the fundamental tools to interact social-
ly in the syncopated rhythm of a gaming session, 
which is probably the hardest part of gaming. In 
a way, that’s how it’s supposed to be: the system 
must already deal with creating a common pool of 
setting and rules, so this “people” area is mostly left 
to the “experience” of the player. Now, if you con-
sider that rpgs were the way nerdy geeks like me 
tried to get away from having to socially interact, 
you are probably starting to see the irony in it.

It’s a strictly subjective matter, tied to social and 
cultural contexts, and the relationships between 
members of the gaming group. In this dense and 
thorny forest made of table etiquette, desire to 
play, collaboration, friendship, curiosity, exposi-
tion, shyness, contrast, belief, interest and thou-
sands of other elements, there is always space for 
improvement.

“Infinite Awesomeness in Infinite Combination”
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A few years ago, after a number of “gaming fail-
ures” in a very short period, I completely stopped 
playing. It lasted for nearly two years, and I actu-
ally think that was the origin of the DoI, because 
I really felt the whole concept of the role-playing 
game was lacking. Then, I started again… prob-
ably more voracious then ever, but with one very 
significant difference: I really wanted to put ev-
erything into perspective, analyse the game con-
cept and solve this subtle and vicious problem.

I wanted to know why players stop playing and 
campaigns crash down from heaven to hell in a 
matter of days.

The solution was right in front of me and, as often 
happens, I found out it was in the very beginning. 
The problem is not how to make people happy 
when they are at the table, it’s about finding which 
table they must sit to BECAUSE they are going to 
be happy there.

Thank you for reading all of this. I hope it works 
for you as it works for us.

Keep dreaming!

About Me
Just in case you wonder, this is my story and why 
I wrote this.

I clearly remember the day when I was asked to 
choose between playing with toys (today, ac-
tion figures…) or reading something really weird 
called “a gamebook” (Lone Wolf, The Kingdoms 
of Terror) and, guess what, I chose the book. The 
same year I asked for the D&D Basic Set (the red 
box) I saw in a store, which then sat for a long 
time on my bedside table, because I couldn’t grasp 
the idea that you could actually decide what to do 
rather than just choose one option and then look 
for the next chapter. Then, one day, I understood. 

From then on, I started reading everything relat-
ed to RPGs I could lay my hands on. I always loved 
the GM role, but I was up for everything. I wrote 
loads of adventures, from the nineties up to the 
beginning of the new millenium, for some of the 
biggest conventions here in Italy, even managing 
different GM teams for them and creating and 
hosting LARPs at their dawn. In the meantime I 
worked for different video game companies, dab-
bling in behavioural marketing and other forbid-
den lore, and of course I played A LOT with many 
different people.


